Pharmacies that are in high-expansion mode today may be considering two likely paths for optimum business growth and customer satisfaction and compliance:

- Modernize and fully automate 100% of the existing central filling process, or
- Expand into mail order/digital pharmacy

In either case, RoboPharma is your best-choice partner. RoboPharma is the fastest growing pharmacy automation provider in the Middle East and Europe. Our unique designs deliver Speed, Efficiency, and Reliability – whether your pharmacy needs to dispense 1,000 to 100,000+ prescriptions per shift.

**Customized Automation**

Our designs are 100% customized so they are adapted to your available space, workflow, budget and business growth plans. This is an essential part of the RoboPharma process and it ensures your long-term success. With a deep understanding of your challenges, medication formulary, patient population, and local regulations, we set you up for success from your go-live date and for years to follow. Even when expansion is needed, RoboPharma technology is modular and grows with your volume – without the need for knocking down walls or building new!

**High volume application specialist**

Our “hub and spoke” approach is proven to be the most efficient method to handle a heavy flow of data and medication without missing a single step. Whether patient orders are originated in their local pharmacy or online, the next steps are all orchestrated flawlessly by RoboPharma.

- Central Filling model: RoboPharma designs your end-to-end system where patient orders are received from retail pharmacy branches, are completely processed in your facility, then are shipped back to the patient’s local pharmacy.
- Mail Order/Digital Pharmacy model: RoboPharma designs your end-to-end system where orders are received from your pharmacy’s website or app, are completely processed in your facility, then are shipped back to the patient’s home.

Sounds simple? Yes, we make it that simple for you! Your project managers and your pharmacy staff will find that RoboPharma’s ability to streamline an ultra-complex and interconnected environment is our greatest skill.
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**Superior technology for bulk processing**

RoboPharma’s design philosophy of “less is more” has been proven to reduce downtime, mechanical failures, and bottlenecks; utilize less energy; lower operational costs; and ultimately quicken your return on investment. In every installation to date, RoboPharma central filling and mail order is proven to be superior in every way to stand-alone classical pharmacy filling and one-dimensional robotic picking.

Whether you are improving your existing flow or you are building new, RoboPharma is ready to partner with you to revolutionize your pharmacy’s business.

- sales@robopharma.com
- https://robopharma.com